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Modelling the vibration of complex structures with uncertain nonlinearities is a sig-
nificant challenge. However, nonlinearities are often spatially localised: this enables
efficient linear methods to describe the behaviour of the majority of the structure and
reduces the size of the nonlinear problem. This paper explores anti-optimisation as an
output metric is sought by considering nonlinear forces as an external input subject to
constraints that capture what is known about the nonlinearity. A systematic sequence of
tests is carried out using a mass on spring system within a pair of end-stops: the results
show how the anti-optimised solutions become less conservative as the constraints are
increasingly restrictive. The method is applied to bending vibration of a beam within a
pair of local end-stops. Anti-optimised solutions are found as a function of frequency and
are compared with a Monte Carlo set of benchmark simulations. Almost all anti-optimised
solutions over-predict the simulations and the overall trend of the simulations is also
clearly captured. The method shows significant potential and motivates further research.
& 2013 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
There is an increasing need for efficient and pragmatic tools that can reliably predict the vibration response of complex
structures with nonlinearities. The presence of nonlinearities limits the applicability of well-developed tools available for
linear analysis, and the geometrical complexity of common mechanical systems often cannot be abstracted to simple
idealisations such as lumped parameter models, for which a range of nonlinear methods can readily be applied. An additional
problem is that nonlinear interactions are often highly uncertain: even the constitutive laws governing the nonlinearity may
well be unknown or poorly understood (e.g. sliding interfaces). Time-domain simulations using high resolution finite-element
models are computationally expensive, and become infeasible if Monte Carlo tests are required to account for uncertainties.
However, there are many examples of vibrating systems for which nonlinearities are spatially localised and the majority
of the structure can reasonably be approximated as linear. Examples include: oilwell drills with localised interactions with
the borehole wall [1]; brake systems with a local nonlinear frictional contact [2]; turbine blades in contact with their casing
structure [3]; growing fatigue cracks with locally varying stiffness as the crack opens and closes [4]; mooring lines with
nonlinear fluid interaction close to the ocean surface where large displacements occur [5]; ‘buzz, squeal and rattle’ problemser Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.
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Such systems present a modelling opportunity: efficient linear methods can still be used to describe the majority of the
structure so that the computational effort is focussed on the small regions of nonlinearity. A variety of methods have been
proposed that utilise this property. An early paper summarising the core ideas was presented by Clough and Wilson [7]: the
key concept is to re-structure the equations of motion in terms of the states associated with the nonlinearities. This reduces
the number of degrees of freedom (in proportion to how localised the nonlinearity is). The resulting system of equations can
then be integrated directly or can be used in conjunction with other methods (e.g. further model reduction methods [8],
harmonic balance methods [9–12], or convolution methods [13–15]).
One of the key difficulties with the above approaches is that they do not intrinsically account for uncertainties, requiring
Monte Carlo based approaches which can become prohibitively slow. The approach proposed in this paper is to search
directly for the ‘worst’ case, by framing the linear/nonlinear system as a constrained anti-optimisation problem. The target
to be maximised represents a metric of the output of interest; the degrees of freedom of the anti-optimisation are the
nonlinear input forces (considered as external loads); and the constraints are bounds on the nonlinear input forces that
capture what is thought to be known about the nonlinearity.
Anti-optimisation is a well-established method for uncertainty analysis (e.g. [16]). The method is a generalisation of
interval analysis and allows uncertainties to be accounted for using a nonprobabilistic framework. It is typically used in the
context of parametric uncertainty, where a set of parameters are represented as bounded unknowns and the worst case
response is sought by optimisation (e.g. [17]). The method has also been used to account for excitation uncertainty in the
context of predicting the upper bound earthquake response of buildings (e.g. [18]). The approach proposed in this paper falls
within the general topic of ‘anti-optimisation’ because a ‘worst case’ scenario is sought: the novelty of the approach described
in this paper lies in the way in which the constraints are formulated, and its application to locally nonlinear problems.
This paper begins with a general discussion of the applications where this framework can be applied, what kind of
metrics might be of interest, and how different kinds of nonlinearities might be characterised in terms of constraints. The
framework is then presented, followed by a series of specific idealised examples that illustrate the effectiveness and
challenges of the approach.
2. Overview
Anti-optimisation appears to be a promising approach to modelling the vibration of complex systems with local
nonlinearities for three key reasons: the underlying system dynamics can be efficiently described using linear theory; the
number of degrees of freedom associated with nonlinearities is small, so the search space of the worst case analysis is
limited; and nonlinearities are often highly uncertain and can give rise to quite unexpected behaviour, so may be well-suited
to being described in terms of general constraints rather than specific constitutive laws.
The analysis requires three components: a model of the underlying linear system, a measure of the outputs of interest,
and constraints that define the nonlinearity. Optimisation is then used to find the nonlinear forces that give the worst
output metric, subject to the chosen constraints on the nonlinear forces.
In order to demonstrate the scope of the framework, it is helpful to consider how specific applications could be framed in
these terms. A set of examples of locally nonlinear problems has already been mentioned in the introduction: oilwell
drilling, brake noise, turbine blades, growing fatigue cracks, mooring lines, and ‘buzz, squeak and rattle’. Each represents a
different kind of problem, and raises some interesting questions: what kinds of metric are most appropriate? And how could
the constraints be formulated that capture the essence of the nonlinearities? Three example applications will be discussed
to illustrate the potential broadness of the approach. Although the discussion is speculative in nature, the examples are
drawn from the author's work in each of these fields [19–21].
2.1. Oilwell drilling
The oilwell drilling process is straightforward in principle: a motor at the surface provides the cutting torque for the drill
bit at the far end, via 10 m sections of pipe that are threaded together (with total lengths of several kilometers). Nonlinear
interactions occur at sites where the drillpipe makes contact with the borehole wall and at the cutting interface of the drill
bit. A variety of vibration problems can occur: stick-slip oscillation of the drill bit, or various kinds of whirl phenomena
where the drillpipe undergoes sustained or intermittent contact with the borehole wall. These can lead to unthreading of
the drillpipe, fatigue, or impact-related problems (see [1]) for an overview).
There are several outputs that could be of interest from a model. For stick-slip vibration a suitable metric could simply
be the rms or peak angular displacement: this would correspond to the average or peak torsional stress in the pipe.
Alternatively the peak negative angular displacement might be of interest, in order to assess whether unthreading could
occur. Stick-slip oscillations can also damage the cutters on the drillbit, so another metric of interest could be related to the
angular velocity of the drillbit. A more general metric might be the average kinetic energy of the drillpipe as a measure
of the overall vibration level. All of these quantities are applicable to different kinds of loading conditions, for example:
transients caused at the start of a drilling process; noise due to the friction process; or harmonic inputs from imbalances in
the drillpipe.
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frictional force might indicate the level of wear that could occur. For regimes with impact, the peak acceleration might be a
useful metric.
The nonlinearities are highly uncertain, but some features of their behaviour are known and can be formulated as
constraints. In particular, both the cutting process and side-wall contacts are dissipative (or at most conservative). This
prevents nonlinear forces from being an input source of energy to the system and contributes to bounding the chosen
metric. Empirical relationships have been found between the average torque, rotation speed and rate of penetration (e.g.
[22]): these could be used to define constraints on the average values of these properties, while still allowing fluctuations
about this mean. A constraint for the peak torque could be framed in terms of the rock yield strength and the number of
cutters on the drill bit.
For the side-wall contact nonlinearity, then it would seem natural to include a clearance-related metric. At its simplest,
this may be to constrain the displacement so that it cannot exceed the clearance threshold. If more information is known,
then an upper bound contact stiffness could be imposed. Taken to its extreme, if the exact law is known then this could be
imposed as a constraint, which should yield the same solution as a more traditional analysis (though of course this would
make the worst case analysis somewhat redundant).
If peak acceleration is considered as the metric of interest, then displacement and energy based constraints would not be
expected to limit the possible amplitude of an impulse. This may indicate that the metric could be improved, or that further
constraints are necessary: for example the minimum impulse duration may be able to be quantified from experimental data.
Note that all of these hypothetical constraints are not simply bounds on the range of nonlinear forces, but can also
involve the system response. In this way, the nonlinearity ‘loop’ is closed: although there is no directly imposed relationship
between nonlinear force and response, the constraints link them together more loosely.
2.2. Brake noise
Brake noise represents another distinct class of problem: two systems in sliding contact can lead to high amplitude
vibration regimes, audible as a (usually) high-pitched squeal. This problem differs in that vibration is self-excited, so the
nonlinearity can no longer be said to be dissipative (the friction contact is dissipative overall, but the steady sliding
component provides an effective energy source for the high frequency perturbations). These conditions can also apply to
oilwell drills where steady operating conditions provide an energy source for self-excited vibrations.
For brake squeal perhaps the most direct metric would be the radiated sound pressure level. Related metrics might
include the amplitude of limit cycles, or the growth rate of the least stable pole from a linear stability analysis.
Framing the constraints is a significant challenge as the high frequency contact dynamics are poorly understood.
Constraints on the normal forces and displacements could readily be formed: e.g. upper and lower bound contact stiffness,
and zero force during no contact. Constraints on the tangential forces and displacements might be that the direction of
sliding cannot reverse and that the mean ratio of tangential to normal force is equal to the friction coefficient. Further tests
would be needed to explore whether these would be sufficient to give useful predictions. An alternative route is to choose a
set of parametric constraints that bound the contact properties, which can be combined with a linear stability analysis. This
style of analysis has been attempted in [20] as a novel means of exploring what form of frictional law is required to predict
observed instabilities.
2.3. Turbine blades
There is a drive towards minimising the clearance between turbine blades and their casing structure in order to limit
reverse leakage flows [23]. This can be achieved by applying abradable coatings over the casing, which are designed to be
worn away so that operating clearances are close to zero. However, contact between the blade and the abradable coating can
give rise to high amplitude vibration (e.g. [24]) which has a detrimental effect on the clearance and can lead to blade failure.
Other sources of nonlinearity arise from friction joints at the root of the blade, friction dampers, or from contact interfaces of
shrouded blades (e.g. [25]).
Several output metrics are of interest for this kind of system, for example: peak tip displacement during operation
(which affects the operating clearance and hence efficiency of the turbine); or the peak stress in the turbine blade root (to
help assess the potential for damage).
Predictive models are often used to identify resonant frequencies of systems, but this is not a very helpful metric within
the anti-optimisation framework: a ‘worst’ resonant frequency is not usually very meaningful. However, the chosen metric
can be evaluated across a range of frequencies (or other parameters) in order to identify conditions that should be favourable
or which have the potential to be particularly unfavourable.
Quantifying the nonlinear constitutive law of the tip-casing contact is a significant challenge. Experimental and theore-
tical work towards this goal is described by Batailly et al. [26]. Similarly the friction law acting at the root of a blade is
nontrivial. However, it is known that both sources of nonlinearity are dissipative which imposes one constraint. At the root
of a blade, the limiting coefficient of friction may be known which could act as a second constraint. Similarly friction limits
could be quantified at the blade tip/casing interface. The casing contact nonlinearities could also be constrained to be history
dependent, and act only when the radial displacement exceeds its previous maximum.
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and trailing edges of the blade tip [21]. Initial results were very promising: the method successfully predicted the upper
bound peak-displacement response over a range of frequencies, giving significant computational gains as compared to a
Monte Carlo set of benchmark time-domain simulations.
This framework could also help to steer experiments aimed at quantifying the contact behaviour. Rather than seeking to find
specific laws, it may be that more general properties are sought in order to provide empirically-derived constraints for the model.
2.4. Summary
The above discussion shows that the anti-optimisation approach provides a novel and appropriate way of handling
uncertainties in the constitutive law of nonlinearities for a wide range of applications. Considerable care is needed in
choosing the output metrics of interest and the constraints which define the nonlinearities: but it appears that a range of
suitable choices are available for many kinds of nonlinearity. No claim is made that the metrics and constraints discussed are
the ‘best’ or ‘correct’ for these applications: the intention is to demonstrate the broadness of the approach, and show that
plausible metrics and constraints can be envisaged for many kinds of locally nonlinear problem. What is important is that
the chosen constraints should in some sense limit the chosen metric.
It may be that the anti-optimised solutions are implausible (e.g. responses of the order of meters for a system with
clearances of the order of millimeters), or that they do not match expected physical properties (e.g. tension during a
contact). If this kind of intuition indicates that predicted upper bounds are overly conservative, several conclusions are
possible: the constraints should be tightened based on what is known about the nonlinearity; not enough is known about
the nonlinearity and further experimental investigation is needed; the metric needs to be more carefully defined; or that the
unexpected behaviour is in fact possible.
Having described how the approach could be applied in a diverse range of circumstances, the mathematical framework
will be presented.
3. Conceptual framework
Consider a general linear systemwith a single localised nonlinearity, illustrated in Fig. 1. The system is subject to an input
excitation force fi(t), and has a localised nonlinear interaction that relates the force fnl(t) to the response at the same location
unl(t). An output metric of interest is denoted by M (e.g. rms displacement). This represents the simplest case of the class of
system under study, but the framework can readily be extended to multiple nonlinearities.
The nonlinear relationship between the force fnl and the response unl is uncertain. Rather than assuming a specific
constitutive law, the nonlinear forces can be considered as independent inputs subject to constraints that capture the key
features of what is known about the nonlinearity. These may be either equality or inequality constraints. The problem to be
solved can then be written as a standard optimisation problem:
Maximise : Mðf nl; f iÞ
subject to : gðf nl;unlÞ ¼ 0
hðf nl;unlÞ≤0;
(1)
whereM is the target metric, g is a vector of equality constraint functions and h is a vector of inequality constraint functions.
Each of these terms is a function of the input force fi(t) and nonlinear force fnl(t). The input force fi is assumed to be known
and the nonlinear force fnl(t) is the function sought for the worst case.
The benefits of this approach are that:Fig
dispit forces careful consideration of what is actually wanted as an output of the model (the choice of target function M);
 it describes the nonlinearity in terms of what is actually known about the underlying law, rather than assuming a
particular functional form;fnl (unl)
fnl
unl
fi
M
. 1. A general linear system with a single localised nonlinearity. The system is excited by an input force fi, the force fnl is a nonlinear function of the
lacement unl, and the output metric of interest is denoted M.
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 a given iteration only requires finding the forced response of a linear system.
This framework is conceptually straightforward, and can be implemented in a variety of ways. Of course, a number of
difficulties may arise, for example: nonconvexity of the search space; the possible existence of local minima; or the
dependence of convergence on the initial guess. The goal of this paper is to explore whether useful predictions can still be
achieved simply by treating the optimisation as a ‘black box’ process.
A simple illustrative example is needed that demonstrates the effectiveness and challenges of the approach. While the
approach is intended for complex linear systems with localised nonlinearities, it is logical to begin with a system for which
the linear dynamics are simple in order to provide clear focus on the interplay between metrics and constraints. A choice
is also needed for the kind of nonlinearity to be explored: in the discussion of Section 2 it was apparent that many
nonlinearities are of a displacement-limiting kind (due to end-stops or clearances between components) and are dissipative.
Therefore for this study, a simple mass-on-spring with a nonlinear clearance is explored. The approach is then applied to
bending vibration of a beam with a local nonlinear clearance in order to show how the method extends to more complex
systems.
The input force is chosen to be sinusoidal and the output is assumed to be periodic with fundamental frequency the same
as the driving frequency. It is recognised that nonlinearities can produce other effects such as period doubling, ‘mode-
locking’, or chaos: these other scenarios are left for future studies.
4. Application to a mass-on-spring with a pair of end-stops
The system under study in this first example is sketched in Fig. 2. A massm is connected to a rigid foundation via a spring
of stiffness k in parallel with a viscous dashpot c. The mass is driven by an input force f i ¼ A sin ω0t and responds with
displacement unl. A pair of end-stops with symmetric clearance b restrict the displacement of the mass. The constitutive law
associated with the end-stops is not known, except that they restrict the displacement of the mass in some way and that the
nonlinearity is dissipative or conservative. A particular law is not specified at this stage as the intention is to demonstrate
uncertain descriptions of the nonlinearity that encompass an ensemble of constitutive laws.
4.1. Linear system
The frequency response function of the linear system can be written in modal form:
UnlðωÞ
FtðωÞ
¼ an
ω2n þ 2iζωωnω2
: (2)
where Unl is the displacement (capital to denote frequency domain), Ft is the total input force such that Ft ¼ Fi þ Fnl, ωn is the
undamped natural frequency, ζn is the damping ratio and an is the inverse of the modal mass, in this case an ¼ 1=m. This can
be used to efficiently compute the steady-state frequency-domain response.
The particular choice of parameters for the numerical case study are as follows: ωn ¼ 2π rad s1, ζn ¼ 0:1, an¼1 kg1. This
corresponds to m¼1/an¼1 kg, c¼ 2mζnωn≈1:26 Ns m1, k¼mω2n≈39:5 N m1.
4.2. Target metrics
A variety of outputs might be of interest: the particular choice depends on the application in question. For this illustrative
study two contrasting examples are considered, which are relatively general and plausible choices. The first output metric tom fi
unl
k
c
b b
. 2. A mass on spring systemwithin a pair of end-stops with nominal clearance b. The system is excited by input force fi and responds with displacement unl.
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M1 ¼
m
2T
Z T
0
_u2nlðtÞ dt: (3)
This metric provides a general measure of the level of vibration of the structure. This choice would be useful when it is the
overall vibration level that is of interest, rather than for identifying local effects.
The second metric that will be considered is the maximum acceleration:
M2 ¼maxðj €unljÞ: (4)
Peak acceleration is often of interest where shocks are of concern, e.g. oilwell drills as discussed in Section 2.1, or
transportation of fragile goods. As will be seen, peak acceleration is a rather problematic quantity (and can be a poor choice).
These two choices represent contrasting cases which illustrate the different kinds of solution given by the anti-
optimisation method. Note that maximising these quantities does not yield a unique ‘correct’ solution (in the sense of
finding the response given a particular nonlinear law), rather the aim is to find the worst case according to the choice of
metric. The worst case is limited by the nonlinearity constraints.
4.3. Nonlinearity constraints
For each metric, a progression of constraints is chosen. At one extreme a minimal set of constraints is sought which still
gives useful predictions. The chosen constraints are then gradually tightened until the nonlinearity is constrained to a
specific law. It will be seen that as the constraints are tightened, the upper bound prediction becomes less conservative. This
allows some iterative control over the allowable family of nonlinear laws: if a prediction appears to violate physical intuition
then the constraints can be updated. Taken further, a parameter can be defined that smoothly transitions from one extreme
to the other, allowing the decision-making concepts from ‘info-gap’ theory to be applied (see [27]).
In all cases it is assumed that the nonlinearity is dissipative (or conservative). In the time-domain this could be
expressed as
c0 :
Z T
0
f nl _unl dt≤0: (5)
The other constraints that will be considered are illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows a set of allowable regions in the unlf nl
parameter space. The constraints are denoted ca to ch according to the subfigure labels, and are approximately in order
of stringency: (a) represents simple displacement bounds based on what is thought to be the maximum allowable
displacement denoted b′, but no information is available as to when contact can occur, nor the direction of the force during
contact; (b) specifies the sign of the nonlinear forces to only allow compression; (c) identifies an ‘active’ region to reflect the
extra information that contact can only occur for displacements larger than b, but allows contact forces to support tension
and compression (a ‘sticky’ contact); (d) adds the information that contact forces can only be compressive; (e) sets an upper
bound on the stiffness ku; (f) defines a lower bound on the stiffness kl; (g) combines upper and lower bounds on stiffness;
and (h) specifies a specific relationship between fnl and unl. The parameters are chosen as follows: b¼0.1 m, b'¼0.11 m,
ku ¼ 1000 k N m1, kl ¼ 10 k N m1, and ke ¼ 100 k N m1 (with k¼mω2n ¼ 39:4 N m1).
More formally, the constraints can be written:
ca : maxjunlj≤b′
cb :
maxjunlj≤b′
signfunlgf nl ≤0
(
cc :
maxjunlj≤b′
f nl ¼ 0 ∀ junljob
(
cd : combine cb and cc
ce :
signfunlgf nl ≤0
f nl≥kuðbunlÞ ∀ unl≥b
f nl ≤kuðbþ unlÞ ∀ unl ≤b
f nl ¼ 0 ∀ junljob
8>><
>>:
cf :
f nl ≤kl bunlð Þ ∀ unl≥b
f nl≥kl bþ unlð Þ ∀ unl ≤b
f nl ¼ 0 ∀ junljob
8><
>:
cg : combine ce and cf
ch :
f nl ¼ keðbunlÞ ∀ unl≥b
f nl ¼keðbþ unlÞ ∀ unl ≤b
f nl ¼ 0 ∀ junljob
8><
>: (6)
Fig. 3. Definition of constraint sets in the unlf nl plane. (a)–(h) represent constraint sets ca to ch.
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functions is given in the Appendix.
Not all of these constraints are equally applicable to all metrics, and only a subset of the relevant cases will be considered
in the present study. The choices for the constraints are by no means unique, but provide a simple and novel way of
capturing the essential features of the given nonlinearity. Note that the functional form of the relationship between fnl and
unl is not specified by any of these constraints, except for ch.
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frequency description of the system is not problematic: for periodic responses the FFT provides an efficient mapping
between the two (as is commonly utilised in the ‘alternating time-frequency’ approach used in the harmonic balance
method, e.g. [28]).
4.4. Numerical solutions
The focus of this study is to present a proof-of-concept for the above framework, explore whether useful predictions can
be obtained and identify its limitations. This study does not seek to explore the relative merits of different optimisation
algorithms or fine tune them: solutions to the optimisation problem were sought using Matlab's standard optimisation
toolbox. The toolbox assumes minimisation rather than maximisation, so the sign of the metric was reversed (minimise:
M). Not all cases converged readily, so several initial guesses were tested and both the interior-point and active-
set algorithms were applied: the solutions presented below represent the ‘worst’ cases which converged and satisfied the
constraints. The initial guesses were chosen from: f nl ¼ 0, f nl ¼f i, and f nl ¼ f benchmark where the last is given by the solution
to a specific nonlinear law which falls within all of the sets of constraints. Further details of the solution method can be
found in the Appendix.
The input forcing frequency for sinusoidal loading is chosen to be ω0 ¼ ωn ¼ 2π rad s1, with an amplitude of 1.2 A0,
where A0 is the amplitude required to drive the mass so that it just reaches the end-stops. The sampling frequency was
chosen to be 100 Hz. The free response in the absence of the constraints is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4(a): it can be
seen that the mass overshoots the constraints by 20 percent as expected.
Each prediction is compared with a benchmark solution of the specific nonlinear law defined by ch in Eq. (6) using
Matlab's ode23s function. The equation of motion is given by
m €unl þ c _unl þ kunl ¼ f i þ f nl; (7)
recalling m¼ 1=an ¼ 1 kg, c¼ 2mζnωn≈1:26 Ns m1, k¼mω2n≈39:5 N m1. The input force f i ¼ 1:2A0 sin ω0t as defined
above and the nonlinear contact force is given by
f nl ¼
keðunlbÞ ∀ unl≥b
keðunl þ bÞ ∀ unl ≤b
0 ∀ junljob
;
8><
>: (8)
with ke¼100k. The benchmark was chosen to fall within the ensemble of constraints shown in Fig. 3 and to coincide with ch.
This allows some relative assessment of how conservative predictions are for each set of constraints: of course the method
applies to situations where the underlying law is not known, so only a relative assessment can be made. The benchmark
solution for a single period after transients have decayed (assumed to be after 100 periods) is shown in Fig. 4: (a) shows the
displacement response (solid line) together with the free response (dashed line); and (b) shows the nonlinear contact force.
4.4.1. Kinetic energy metric
The first metric to be considered is the average kinetic energy of the system as defined by M1 (Eq. (3)). The simplest
constraints are considered first: ca defined in Eq. (6) with displacement constrained to be within b≤unl ≤b (together with0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
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Fig. 4. Steady-state displacement of time-domain simulation of mass on spring system: (a) free linear response (dashed line) together with nonlinear
response (solid line) and nominal clearance (horizontal dashed line); (b) nonlinear contact force.
Fig. 5. Anti-optimised solution using metric M1 with constraint set ca: (a) displacement solution (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed
line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together with constraints (boundary lines).
Table 1
Ratio of anti-optimised metric Mn1 to benchmark metric M1 for
each constraint set ca to ch (see Fig. 3). As the constraints
become stricter, the ratio converges to Mn1=M1 ¼ 1 when the
benchmark and anti-optimised solutions are identical.
Constraint set Mn1=M1
ca 1.44
cb 1.26
cc 1.44
cd 1.24
ce 1.48
cf 1.09
cg 1.09
ch 1.00
Mn1 1.00
T. Butlin / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 7099–7122 7107the energy constraint c0 in Eq. (5)). Maximising the average kinetic energy M1 leads to the response shown in Fig. 5(a),
where the free response of Fig. 4(a) is shown in grey. It can be seen that the ‘nonlinear’ anti-optimised force is such that the
response now satisfies the displacement constraint (see Fig. 3(a)). This response appears intuitively reasonable and is only a
perturbation of the free response.
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large double-peak can be seen at t¼0.5 s and a similar peak of opposite sign at t¼0,1 s (as this is a periodic solution). These
might be thought of as representing ‘impacts’ when the mass comes into contact with the end-stops, but notice that the sign
is the opposite of what we might expect: here the peak is in the same direction as the displacement, holding the mass onto
the constraint. In addition, it would normally be expected that the nonlinear force is otherwise zero when the mass is not in
contact with the end-stops but from Fig. 5(b) and (c) it is clear that there is a significant force regardless of the displacement.
The average kinetic energy for the anti-optimised upper bound prediction was 0.139 J, compared with 0.096 J for the
benchmark example, i.e. 44.4 percent larger. This is reassuring as the anti-optimised solutions are intended to provide an
upper bound. These results provide the first data points for the summary of comparisons in Table 1. For reference, the ‘free’
solution shown in Fig. 4(a) (dashed line) had an average kinetic energy of 0.142 J, i.e. 48 percent larger than the benchmark.
The solution derived appears to be nonphysical and potentially overly conservative. However, these solutions are
permitted by the chosen nonlinear constraints: if the solution appears to violate what is known about the nonlinearity
then tighter constraints could be used to describe it. For example, it may be known that the nonlinearity can only act in
compression (defined as cb in Eq. (6) and illustrated in Fig. 3(b)).
Fig. 6(a) shows the anti-optimised response (solid line) together with the free response (grey line) using the constraint
set cb: the result looks rather unremarkable and the displacement constraints are clearly satisfied. The average kinetic
energy for this solution is 26.0 percent over the benchmark, demonstrating that the additional constraints have made the
upper bound prediction less conservative (see Table 1). However, the forcing solution is still far from intuitive as can be seen
in Fig. 6(b). Two impulses are clearly visible at 0.2 and 0.7 s, but these occur when the displacement is almost zero and with
a sudden change in sign. This is made clearer by Fig. 6(c) which shows the solution in the unlf nl plane together with theFig. 6. Anti-optimised solution using metric M1 with constraint set cb: (a) displacement solution (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed
line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together with constraints (boundary lines).
T. Butlin / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 7099–7122 7109constraints. Clearly the constraints are all satisfied (and although not shown, the energy constraint c0 is also satisfied),
but the solution predicts maximum force when the mass is near the centre. Therefore this prediction also appears to be
nonphysical (for typical end-stop behaviour).
The next logical step is to constrain the nonlinear forces to act only when the displacement is large enough: i.e. when contact
begins. First the solution is considered without specifying the direction of that force (compression and tension are both
permitted), as given by the constraint cc. The anti-optimised solution is shown in Fig. 7. The solution (a) appears to
be very similar to Fig. 5(a), with the top and bottom of the sinusoid clipped. The nonlinear force solution shown in (b) is
somewhat surprising, but it can be seen that the nonlinear force is zero except when the mass is close to the end-stops, giving
the results more physical meaning. This is confirmed in (c) which demonstrates how the constraints cc are satisfied in the unlf nl
plane. But it is also clear from these plots that both tension and compression occur: when the mass makes initial contact at
t¼0.4 s the force suddenly jumps to a maximum compression. During contact, the force switches to tension and the mass is held
back. Just before release, the nonlinear force delivers an impulse again. This solution is still a bit counter-intuitive as it would
require a ‘sticky’ end-stop to implement, but the solution is closer to what might be considered physically reasonable.
It turns out that the average kinetic energy in this case is 44.0 percent larger than the benchmark, which is almost
identical to the solutions for ca. The implication is that the additional constraints in cc do not significantly restrict the
solution, and that the compression requirement of cb is far more restrictive.
The previous two constraints can be combined: allowing only compressive forces in regions close to the end-stops as
defined by cd. The anti-optimised solutions are shown in Fig. 8. In (a) it is clear that the displacement response satisfies the
bounds, and it can be seen in (b) that the nonlinear force applies a compressive impulse when contact occurs. This
behaviour is much closer to what might be physically expected. However, the impulse is poorly resolved and is onlyFig. 7. Anti-optimised solution using metric M1 with constraint set cc: (a) displacement solution (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed
line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together with constraints (boundary lines).
Fig. 8. Anti-optimised solution using metric M1 with constraint set cd: (a) displacement solution (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed
line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together with constraints (boundary lines).
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and the optimisation needs to be run for a range of increasing sampling frequencies to check for convergence. This has been
carried out and in this case, the solution is a good approximation of the higher sampling frequency cases. Fig. 8(c) shows
that the constraint set cd is satisfied: it is also clear that this case represents a rather restrictive set of constraints.
The upper bound prediction for the average kinetic energy in this case was 24.1 percent larger than the benchmark
example. As might have been anticipated from the previous case, adding the ‘active zone’ constraint does not have a
significant effect on the upper bound prediction.
All of the above cases have an upper bound displacement as one of the constraints. This may be reasonable particularly in
cases where there is a very high stiffness, or a stiffening spring where it is known that displacements are limited in practice
to an operating band. But it may be that it is the upper bound displacement that is the desired metric, or that it is simply not
reasonable to specify an upper bound as it depends on the loading conditions and the behaviour of the end-stop. Instead, it
might be possible to place an upper bound on the stiffness, as implemented by the constraint set ce. The anti-optimised
solution is not shown as it turns out to be identical to the free solution: the optimum nonlinear force is zero. For this metric,
it seems that an upper bound contact stiffness is not appropriate and what is needed is a lower bound.
The anti-optimised solution for the lower bound stiffness constraints cf is shown in Fig. 9. The anti-optimised solution
gives behaviour consistent with a linear spring end-stop, and it seems that the worst case is given by the softest spring for
this metric. The average kinetic energy in this case was 9.3 percent larger than the benchmark (see Table 1). It is clear that
varying the upper-bound stiffness will not affect the result, so the results for the cg constraint set will be identical.
Finally, a specific nonlinear law is used as an equality constraint, as specified by ch with ke¼100k. The solution is shown
in Fig. 10 (and was used as the initial guess for the previous case). The solution is rather similar to Fig. 9 but with sharper
Fig. 9. Anti-optimised solution using metric M1 with constraint set cf: (a) displacement solution (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed
line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together with constraints (boundary lines).
T. Butlin / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 7099–7122 7111contact impulses due to the higher stiffness. As would be expected, the average kinetic energy is the same as for the
benchmark study.
The sequence of tests clearly demonstrates how the constraints can progressively be tightened to reflect more
information about the nonlinearity. This is reflected by the over-estimate factors shown in Table 1: for each additional
restriction, the upper bound converges to the benchmark solution. The value of the anti-optimisation approach lies in the
flexibility of the nonlinear description, and it seems most suited to situations with loose constraints where not much
information about the nonlinearity is available.4.4.2. Peak acceleration metric
The second target metric M2 was defined to be the maximum acceleration. The same test system and parameters are
used as above. Using the simplest constraint, the anti-optimised nonlinear force ‘chatters’: alternating at the sampling
frequency between 71104 N, such that the mass oscillates between the end-stops at the sampling frequency. This is not a
particularly meaningful result as it is clearly highly dependent on the chosen sampling rate.
It is not particularly surprising that these constraints are problematic for the metric M2 as they allow infinite contact
stiffness, which gives an unbounded peak acceleration. This is illustrated in Fig. 11, which shows the benchmark solution for
kc ¼ αk, where k is the linear spring stiffness and α∈½10;100;1000. As the stiffness increases, the peak acceleration in (b)
increases (and in the limit tends to infinity) and the duration of the impulse becomes very short. This cannot be captured by
a fixed time-step anti-optimisation solution. A more appropriate set of constraints is needed, or a better defined metric.
One route forward is to specify an upper bound on the contact stiffness, as defined by ce. This gives the anti-optimised
solution shown in Fig. 12. This represents a significant improvement to the previous ‘chatter’ solution: the behaviour is
Fig. 10. Anti-optimised solution using metric M1 with constraint set ch: (a) displacement solution (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed
line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together with constraints (boundary lines).
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Fig. 11. Effect of varying the nonlinear contact stiffness on the benchmark solution for kc ¼ αk, where α∈½10;100;1000: (a) displacement and (b)
acceleration. The peak acceleration increases without limit as the stiffness increases. Legend: α¼ 10 (solid line); α¼ 100 (dashed line); α¼ 1000
(dotted line).
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Fig. 12. Anti-optimised solution using metric M2 with constraint set ce: (a) displacement solution (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed
line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together with constraints (boundary lines).
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with the end-stop as would be expected. In (c) it can be seen that these impulses satisfy the upper bound contact stiffness
constraints. Nevertheless, it is clear that these impulses are poorly resolved and are nonzero for a single time-sample. This is
not because the upper bound contact stiffness is too high: the benchmark solution in Fig. 11 shows that this stiffness gives
actual impulses which can be resolved by this sampling frequency. It is the metric which drives the anti-optimised impulse
to be as short as possible. It is also peculiar that the second impulse is clearly larger than the first. The benchmark solution
suggests a sequence of regularly spaced impulses of equal magnitude and alternating sign (which arises from the symmetry
of the nonlinear contact law and driving force). This property can be forced using the equality constraint f nlðtÞþ
f nlðt þ T=2Þ ¼ 0. It turns out that applying this condition reduces the peak acceleration (not shown), so it seems that the
result of Fig. 12 is indeed ‘worse’ than the case with equal amplitude impulses.
The upper bound contact stiffness solves some of the numerical problems associated with the metric M2, but the result
is still sensitive to the choice of sampling frequency. Two possible options are to impose a lower limit on the stiffness in
addition to the upper bound (defined by cg), or to change the metric to be bandwidth-limited.
Fig. 13 shows the anti-optimised solution using the constraint set cg (upper and lower bound stiffness) together with the
constraint f nlðtÞ þ f nlðt þ T=2Þ ¼ 0 (as discussed above). The impulses delivered are now resolved by several points, but they
are nevertheless dominated by a sharp peak represented by a single sample.
These results reveal the difficulties associated with the chosen metric M2. Peak acceleration is a problematic quantity
both numerically and experimentally as it is so dependent on the high-frequency components of the signal. But in practice, a
low-pass filter would be applied to the signals at source to avoid aliasing. This can also be applied to the target metric.
Therefore the metric M2 was adjusted to be the peak acceleration after applying a fifth order Butterworth low pass filter
Fig. 13. Anti-optimised solution using metric M2 with constraint set cg: (a) displacement solution (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed
line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together with constraints (boundary lines).
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optimised solutions are shown in Fig. 14. The solution is not intuitive: the displacement constraints are no longer active (but
the energy constraint is), the response is highly asymmetrical and ‘impact’ seems to occur before the mass is close to the
end-stops. But the results are no longer set by the sampling frequency, and the peak acceleration (after filtering) is over-
estimated by a factor of 3.5. This is clearly a significant overestimate and the solution does not appear very physical, but both
problems can be resolved with additional information about the nonlinearities (as seen before in Section 4.4.1).
Table 2 shows a comparison of the upper bound predictionMn2 with the filtered peak values from the steady-state response of
the time-domain simulation. It is clear that the filtered peak acceleration is not very sensitive to the contact stiffness and that the
upper-bound prediction is valid for this range of values. However, the upper bound is somewhat conservative and further
constraints could be added to tighten the bound. For example, using the constraint set cc (see Fig. 3) gives the upper bound
predictionMn2 ¼ 7:6 m s2, which is a much tighter bound and is valid for all stiffnesses up to α¼ 1 105. However, the bound is
not valid for α¼ 1 106. This case demonstrates that some care is needed: above α≈2 105 the benchmark solution triples in
period. This behaviour violates the implicit constraint of the anti-optimisation that the solution should have the same period as
the driving force and it is not surprising that the new upper bound is no longer valid.4.5. Summary
In summary, the results are promising for this initial trial and indicate that the upper bound predictions may be useful.
The difficulties that remain (convergence and local minima) are commonly encountered in other frameworks and present a
challenge for developing more robust implementations.
Fig. 14. Anti-optimised solution using metric M2 after a low-pass filter was applied and with constraint set ca: (a) displacement solution (solid line)
together with displacement bound (dashed line) and free response (thin grey line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line) together
with constraints (boundary lines).
Table 2
Effect of varying the contact stiffness ðkc ¼ αkÞ on the low-pass
filtered peak acceleration of the benchmark steady-state solutions.
The anti-optimised values Mn2 are given in bold together with the
chosen constraint set.
α Filtered peak acceleration (m s2)
101 5.8
102 6.1
103 6.2
104 6.3
105 6.3
106 9.0
Mn2 21.3 (ca); 7.6 (cc)
T. Butlin / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 7099–7122 7115A common criticism of anti-optimisation is that it tends to yield overly conservative upper bounds: but this seems to be
more indicative of the choice of constraints that define what is known, rather than a problem with the approach. A clear
trade-off is apparent: strict constraints yield tight upper bounds but can be computationally more difficult to optimise;
while loose constraints give more conservative upper bounds but can be computed more readily.
T. Butlin / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 7099–71227116Having established a proof-of-concept for the mass-on-spring system, the approach is applied to a multimode system to
investigate whether useful predictions are still possible.5. Application to a beam with a local constraint
In Section 2 it was qualitatively seen how the anti-optimisation approach could be applied to a wide range of systems. In
Section 4 the method was applied to the highly idealised case of a mass on spring under harmonic loading, and the
relationship between upper bound predictions and the chosen set of constraints was explored. In this section, the method is
applied to a more complicated system driven at a range of frequencies and is validated against a Monte Carlo
benchmark study.
The system chosen for study is a free–free Euler beam as illustrated in Fig. 15, chosen because it allows for convenient
experimental comparisons using a beam suspended by threads (beyond the scope of the present paper). The beam parameters
are: length¼0.5 m, thickness¼0.003 m, width¼0.025 m, density¼7840 kg m3, and Young's modulus¼210 GPa. The beam
is driven at position xi¼0.01 m by a sinusoidal input force f i ¼ A sin ωt. A nonlinear end-stop is placed at the other end of the
beam ðxnl ¼ 0:49 mÞ where the contact force and displacement are denoted fnl and unl respectively. The displacement response of
the beam at x is u(x).5.1. Linear system
At a general position x the frequency-domain response Uðx;ωÞ to the input force FiðωÞ and the nonlinear contact force
FnlðωÞ can be expressed in terms of transfer functions:
Uðx;ωÞ ¼Dx;iðωÞFiðωÞ þ Dx;nlðωÞFnlðωÞ (9)
where each transfer function Da;bðωÞ can be written in standard modal form (e.g. [29]). For the first N modes:
Da;bðωÞ ¼ ∑
N
n ¼ 1
ϕnðaÞϕnðbÞ
ω2n þ 2iζnωnωω2
; (10)
where ϕnðaÞ represents the mass normalised modal amplitude at x¼a, ωn ¼ 2πf n is the nth natural frequency and ζn is the
damping ratio. The beam was modelled as a free–free Euler beam to obtain the natural frequencies and modal amplitudes.
The rigid body modes were accounted for by assuming the beam is suspended by a thread at each end, giving a rigid body
translation mode at f1¼0.7 Hz and a rigid body rotation mode at f2¼1.7 Hz.
For the purposes of this study, the damping ratio for all bending modes was chosen to be ζn ¼ 0:01. The damping ratio for
the low frequency rigid body modes was taken to be ζn ¼ 0:1. There is no particular significance to these choices: only that
the bending modes have very light damping (as steel is a low loss material), while the rigid body modes are more heavily
damped by external damping. The first 20 bending modes were included in the model: the lowest frequency bending mode
is 63.8 Hz, while the highest frequency mode is 11.8 kHz. The clearance for the nonlinearity was taken to be in the range
0:5obo1 mm.
An example transfer function for the linear dynamics is shown in Fig. 16, which shows the driving point force–velocity
response at the nonlinearity. The steady-state forced response at any point on the beam can readily be evaluated in the
frequency-domain using Eq. (9), or in the time-domain via the FFT.5.2. Target metric
The problem is formulated in the same way as for the mass on spring system of Section 4. The target metric M1 (average
kinetic energy) is chosen for study, and is adapted for the continuous system:
M1 ¼
1
T
Z T
0
K dt (11)u(x) unl
fnl
x
fi
Fig. 15. Sketch (in plan) of a suspended Euler beamwith definition of variables. The beam is driven close to one end by the harmonic force fi. Due to the end-
stops, the contact force fnl is a nonlinear function of the displacement unl at the same location. The displacement response at a general position x is u(x).
Fig. 16. Driving point transfer function (force to velocity) of the beam test system at the point of the nonlinearity. The two low-frequency modes are the
rigid body translation and rotation modes, and the sequence of higher modes are the first 20 bending modes.
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K ¼ 1
2
Z L
0
_u2ðxÞρA dx: (12)
The integrals were evaluated using a trapezoidal approximation. The number of samples in space was chosen to be Nx¼100,
which gives δx¼ 5 mm: the wavelength of the highest frequency bending mode was an order of magnitude larger with
λ¼ 48 mm.
The number of degrees of freedom Nt for the anti-optimisation (number of time samples per period) was chosen to be
Nt¼100. The sampling frequency ωs ¼ 2π=T was chosen so that the total time window was equal to one period of the drive
frequency, i.e. ωs ¼Ntω0. This represents including the first 50 harmonics in the anti-optimised ‘nonlinear’ solution.
5.3. Nonlinearity constraints
The simplest set of constraint functions ca were used, representing a dissipative (or conservative) nonlinearity that
bounds the displacement unl to the range b′≤unl ≤b′. The upper limit b′ was taken to be b′ ¼ 1:1 mm.
5.4. Numerical solutions
An example simulation is shown before describing the benchmark model and comparing the results of a Monte Carlo
simulation with the upper bound predictions.
5.4.1. Example simulation
The input driving frequency is chosen to be ω0 ¼ 2π100 rad s1, with an amplitude A¼ 1:2A0, with A0 causing an
amplitude of 1 mm at xnl in the absence of any nonlinearity.
The initial guess was chosen with the aim of identifying an initial nonlinear force that satisfies all constraints. This was
chosen such that the steady-state displacement at the nonlinearity is zero:
0¼Uðxnl;ω0Þ ¼Dnl;iðω0ÞFiðω0Þ þ Dnl;nlðω0ÞFnlðω0Þ (13)
giving
Fnlðω0Þ ¼A
Dnl;iðω0Þ
Dnl;nlðω0Þ
; (14)
where A is the input force amplitude defined above. Therefore in the time-domain the initial guess was
f nl ¼ jFnlj sin ðω0t þ ∠FnlÞ.
Maximising the average kinetic energy M1 using Matlab's interior-point algorithm produces the upper bound
solution shown in Fig. 17. The displacement unl is shown in (a) and the forces are shown in (b). The displacement response is
rather similar to the response found for the mass on spring (Fig. 5(a)), with upper and lower bound constraints active. The
‘nonlinear’ force solution shown as a solid line in (b) appears rather noisy: this seems likely to be a numerical artefact rather
Fig. 17. Anti-optimised example solution for the beam system using the metric M1 (average kinetic energy) with constraint set ca: (a) displacement
solution at the nonlinearity (solid line) together with displacement bound (dashed line); (b) force solution; and (c) solution in unlf nl plane (solid line)
together with constraints (boundary lines).
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third of that of the driving force (dashed line). This transfer of energy from the driving frequency to other frequencies is
characteristic of nonlinear systems, and it is interesting that the anti-optimisation approach draws this out. Fig. 17(c) shows
the solution in the unl–fnl plane: the similarities with the mass on spring solution in Fig. 5(a) are clear.
5.4.2. Benchmark model
In order to make the benchmark time-domain model equivalent to the model above, the equations of motion for the beam
were transformed into modal coordinates (see [30]), retaining the first J¼20 bending modes and the two low frequency rigid
body modes. For the jth mode:
€aj þ 2ζjωj _aj þ ω2j aj ¼Qj (15)
where Qj is the total generalised force in modal coordinates. This is given by
Qj ¼
Z L
0
f tðx; tÞϕjðxÞ dx (16)
where ft is the resultant force from the input and nonlinearity. The equations of motion can be put into first-order form:
_aj
€aj
" #
¼
0 1
ω2j 2ζjωj
" #
aj
_aj
" #
þ
0
Qj
" #
(17)
T. Butlin / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 7099–7122 7119which were solved using Matlab's ode23s routine. Because the equations are in modal coordinates, then the contribution of
the input and nonlinear forces (fi and fnl, respectively) to the modal degrees of freedom needs to be computed. This is readily
achieved by first projecting into spatial coordinates:
uðxÞ ¼ ∑
Jþ2
j ¼ 1
ϕjðxÞaj; (18)
where ϕjðxÞ is the jth mode shape vector and aj is its contribution to u(x). The sum is up to J+2 to account for the J bending
modes plus two rigid body modes. The input and nonlinear forces can be computed in spatial coordinates (where the input
force is specified and the chosen nonlinear law is given by Eq. (20) below). The generalised force in modal coordinates can then
be recovered using Eq. (16) (noting that fi and fnl are point loads):
Qj ¼ ϕjðxiÞf iðxiÞ þ ϕjðxnlÞf nlðxnlÞ: (19)
The contact model was chosen to be
f nl ¼
kcðunlbÞp ∀ unl≥b
kcðunl þ bÞp ∀ unl ≤b
0 otherwise
8><
>: (20)
where kc is a contact stiffness coefficient and p represents the power law governing the contact (e.g. p¼1.5 for Hertzian
contact). Recall that b is the clearance between the beam and the end-stop.
5.5. Numerical validation
A Monte Carlo study has been carried out to test whether this implementation of the anti-optimisation approach can give
useful predictions. The ‘worst-case’ average kinetic energy was sought as a function of frequency from 10 to 200 Hz using
Matlab's interior-point algorithm. A simple continuation procedure was employed where the initial guess of each anti-
optimisation was the solution to the previous. Many of the anti-optimisations did not finish converging as they reached the
maximum number of function evaluations. Nevertheless, the constraints were satisfied so the solutions were kept and used for
the subsequent iteration. If the anti-optimisation failed for any other reason then the initial guess was reset (using Eq. (14)).
An ensemble of benchmark time-domain simulations was computed over the same frequency range. The contact
stiffness coefficient kc and power law exponent p were randomly generated within the range: 1 106≤kc≤1 109 N m1
and 1≤p≤1:5. The nominal clearance was taken to be in the range 0:5≤b≤1 mm. This ensemble of contact models
represents uncertainties inherent in the contact parameters and its functional form (somewhere between a linear spring
and a Hertzian contact with an uncertain clearance). Each time-domain simulation was run for 100 periods of the input
force, assuming that a steady-state had been reached by this time.
A summary of results is shown in Fig. 18 using the target metric M1 (average kinetic energy). The upper bound
predictions for M1 are shown as a solid line, together with actual average kinetic energy from approximately 250 time-
domain simulations shown as crosses. Each anti-optimisation took from 15 s to 3 min to compute (depending on the initialFig. 18. Comparison of anti-optimised solutions Mn1 as a function of frequency (solid line) with Monte Carlo study of benchmark simulations (crosses). The
input driving force has been normalised to give a response at the nonlinearity of 1.2b, where b is the nominal clearance (b¼1 mm).
T. Butlin / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 7099–71227120guess), compared with 15–50 min for each benchmark time-domain simulation (higher contact stiffness required shorter
adaptive time steps).
It can be seen that the upper bound prediction is good: the average kinetic energy of almost all time-domain simulations
is lower, and the few discrepancies (7 percent of cases) are almost all too small to be resolved in the figure. While there is
considerable noise in the upper bound prediction, the general trend of the results is predicted: two maxima around 45 and
150 Hz and minima at 65 and 170 Hz. These peaks and troughs are a result of the forcing amplitude, which was chosen to
be such that the free response (in the absence of any nonlinearity) was 1.2 mm. The minima correspond to the first two
bending modes of the beam.
It can be seen that at some frequencies the upper bound is very conservative (e.g. 150–180 Hz) while at other frequencies
the bound is very tight (e.g. 120–150 Hz). It appears that the bound is tight at frequencies just below the peaks and
conservative otherwise: the reason for this is not very clear and needs further exploration. A candidate reason is that the
initial guess for each anti-optimisation was taken as the previous (lower) frequency solution: therefore an increasing bound
may be expected to tend towards a lower local solution, while a decreasing bound may more readily find a higher local
solution. A reverse sweep of the anti-optimisation did not significantly change the overall shape of the upper bound predic-
tion, but did reduce the number of discrepancies to 5 percent.
It seems surprising that any of the time-domain solutions exceed the upper bound predictions: the constraint set chosen
for the anti-optimisation was very broad and predictions would be expected to always be overly conservative. It seems that
there are three potential reasons for the discrepancies: (1) the small discrepancies were within the noise of the upper bound
prediction, i.e. the local solution had not fully converged, which is consistent with the improved upper bound from the
reverse sweep; (2) for the larger discrepancies the time-domain solutions did not satisfy the assumed constraint set (i.e. the
benchmark solution exceeded 1.1 mm at the nonlinearity); and (3) a different global ‘worst-case’ may exist that is not in the
vicinity of the initial guess.
The results are very encouraging: a simple black-box approach to anti-optimisation yields remarkably good estimates of
the ‘worst-case’ response for a system with 22 modes and a local nonlinearity described by simple constraints.
5.6. Limitations and challenges
These results are promising, with 95 percent of time-domain simulations having a lower average kinetic energy than the
predicted ‘worst’ case. Several challenges remain: the sensitivity of the convergence behaviour to the initial guess and
numerical parameters (e.g. tolerances), the likely existence of local maxima, and the difficulty in reliably framing constraints
and target metrics (e.g. peak acceleration).
These problems are by no means unique to the framework proposed: convergence difficulties are often associated with
iterative methods, and the existence of multiple solutions presents a challenge for modelling many examples of nonlinear
systems.
Of most interest in the present study is the way in which targets and constraints are framed. It is possible that the
constraints and target metrics could be chosen to deliberately create a ‘well behaved’ optimisation problem: convex
and with a clearly defined global minimum. In contrast, the emphasis in this paper has been to attempt to construct the
constraints and targets in a physically meaningful way and then see if optimisation succeeds. It remains an open question as
to whether both can be achieved simultaneously, and whether systematic guidance is available for selecting the most
appropriate constraints and targets from a selection of candidate models.
It should also be noted that an implicit constraint was active in the methodology chosen above: predictions were
constrained to be periodic and with the same period as the input drive frequency. Other schemes could be envisaged that
allow phenomena such as various types of ‘mode-locking’, where the output response fixes to a frequency that is independent
of the driving frequency. Such a scheme could be implemented using the multidimensional time approach used for the
harmonic balance method for quasi-periodic behaviour (e.g. [9]). These extensions, together with further exploration of the
above cases, are left for future work.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, an anti-optimisation approach has been proposed for modelling uncertainties in nonlinear structural
vibration problems: a ‘worst-case’ is sought for an output metric of interest, by varying the nonlinear force (considered as an
external input) subject to constraints that capture what is known about the nonlinearity. With a broad interpretation of
target metrics and nonlinearity constraints, the approach can be applied to a wide range of applications.
The method is particularly well-suited to problems where the nonlinearities are spatially localised, such as oilwell
drilling dynamics, turbine blade vibration, growing fatigue cracks, mooring lines for offshore structures, brake systems, or
‘buzz, squeak and rattle’ problems. This is because the search space of the anti-optimisation method is directly related to
the number of degrees of freedom associated with nonlinearities. When nonlinearities are only active at a few degrees of
freedom (i.e. ‘local’) then the search space is significantly smaller than an equivalent system with distributed nonlinearity.
The response of the rest of the structure can be efficiently described using linear theory. In addition, the nonlinearities in
these applications are often highly uncertain so they seem well-suited to a more general description rather than a specific
constitutive law.
T. Butlin / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 7099–7122 7121A systematic sequence of tests was carried out for a mass on spring within a pair of nonlinear end-stops. Two output
metrics were considered: average kinetic energy and peak acceleration. Anti-optimised solutions were presented for a range
of constraints, demonstrating how the worst case prediction becomes less conservative as the constraints become more
restrictive. For the least restrictive constraints, highly nonphysical solutions were apparent, which guide the way for developing
more appropriate constraints. In this way, a modeller can iteratively develop constraint descriptions that are appropriate for the
nonlinearity. Conversely, this process can also point towards suitable experiments to quantify the constraints.
The peak acceleration metric was shown to be numerically problematic, with anti-optimised solutions highly sensitive to
the sampling rate. Several solutions were considered: the most useful in this context was to adjust the metric to be the
band-limited peak acceleration. This improved numerical robustness and is consistent with experimental practice when
identifying peak accelerations.
The anti-optimisation approach was applied to a suspended Euler beam. The anti-optimised solution as a function of
drive frequency was compared with a Monte Carlo set of benchmark simulations. Using Matlab's standard local optimisation
toolbox, the anti-optimisation approach gave solutions that described the overall trend of the Monte Carlo results and which
correctly over-estimated 95 percent of the benchmark solutions. The remaining discrepancies were within the noise of the
anti-optimisation predictions, or violated the assumed constraints on the nonlinearities.
The results from this exploratory study demonstrate the effectiveness of the anti-optimisation approach for the ‘locally
nonlinear’ class of vibration problems, and motivate further research into novel and robust algorithms for estimating upper
bound metrics for structural vibration problems.Acknowledgements
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Appendix A
The numerical algorithm for the anti-optimisation procedure can be summarised as follows:1. Choose initial guess fnl;
2. Compute the response unl given external forces fi and fnl;
3. Evaluate the target and constraint functions (M, g, h);
4. Iterate until convergence using a chosen optimisation algorithm.The sampling frequency was chosen to give 100 samples per period, giving column vectors unl, f i and fnl with associated
Discrete Fourier Transforms Unl, Fi and Fnl. The frequency-domain response Unl was computed using:
Unl ¼ diagðGnl;iÞFi þ diagðGnl;nlÞFnl; (21)
The frequency responses are denoted by Ga;b with input force at location b and output at a. For the mass on spring system
this distinction is not needed, and for the beam the response was computed at 100 equally spaced points along its length.
Trapezoidal integration (in discretised space and time) was used to approximate the average kinetic energy of the beam
according to Eq. (12).
The worst case solution was found using the function fmincon from Matlab's standard optimisation toolbox. Two
algorithms were used (as indicated in the text): interior-point and active-set. Default tolerances were applied
except for the following options: TolFun¼1108 (stricter than the default 1106), MaxFunEvals¼1105, Max-
Iter¼1104 for the mass on spring simulations, and MaxIter¼1103 for the beam simulations. These options were
found to be effective for the cases tested.
Constraint functions were implemented as follows (equality constraints are denoted g and inequality constraints h):
h0 ¼
fTnl _unl
fTi _ufree
ðenergyÞ
h1 ¼
maxjunljb′
b
ðmaximum displacementÞ
h2 ¼
fnlS
maxjf ij
ðcompressionÞ
h3 ¼
ðKufnlÞS
kumaxjufreej
ðupper bound stiffnessÞ
h4 ¼
ðKlfnlÞS
kumaxjufreej
ðlower bound stiffnessÞ
g1 ¼ f nlT ð‘active zone’Þ
g2 ¼Kefnl ðspecific lawÞ
(22)
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S ¼ signfunlg (23)
T ¼ 12½signfb unl g þ 1
 (24)
Kx ¼kxð1T ÞðunlbSÞ: (25)
Bold denotes vector quantities and jxj is defined as a vector of absolute values of x (i.e. not a scalar norm). Note that the
implementation described here is by no means unique and that all inequality constraints were made nondimensional.
These functions were combined in the following way to form the constraint sets ca–ch in Eq. (6) and illustrated in Fig. 3:
ca : h0; h1 ðenergy; max: disp:Þ
cb : h0; h1; h2 ðenergy; max: disp:; compressionÞ
cc : h0; h1; g1 ðenergy; max: disp:; ‘active zone’Þ
cd : h0; h1; h2; g1 ðenergy; max: disp:; compression; ‘active zone’Þ
ce : h0; h2; h3 ðenergy; compression; upper stiffnessÞ
cf : h0; h4; g1 ðenergy; lower stiffness; ‘active zone’Þ
cg : h0; h3; h4 ðenergy; upper and lower stiffnessÞ
ch : g2 ðspecific lawÞ
(26)
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